
Camp Slumberkins Resource Guide: Snail

It’s week two and the second stop on the map is the Spooky Forest. This is where Bigfoot 
meets his next friend, Snail. Snail helps Bigfoot learn to be patient. Are you ready to learn 

along with Bigfoot this week?

Patience 
Slowing down, waiting and staying calm even when 

you feel eager or excited.  

Question to ask:  
When is it hard for you to be patient?

Examples:  
When I really want to play outside but my parents are 

not ready yet, when my birthday is coming up etc. 
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Keyword 
Together with your child, define the key word of the week

Discussion Points  
Read Bigfoot and Snail’s story together from Snail’s card deck and answer the following questions: 

Q: What happens to Bigfoot in the spooky forest? 
A: He gets his backpack tangled up in some vines, and he meets Snail. 

Q: What was Bigfoot feeling, right before he got tangled up? 
A: He was feeling excited and eager to find the treasure!

Q: What did Bigfoot do to help himself get untangled?  
A: He took deep breaths to calm his body so he could focus on how to solve the problem.  

Q: Are there ever times when you get really eager or excited? 
A: Examples: When I get to go play with a friend, when I have a new toy to open etc

Q: What do you do to help yourself slow down and wait? 
A: Examples: I take deep breaths, I focus on something else etc. 
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Activities 
Read through the Parent Tip Card, Affirmation Card, Interactive Rhyme Card, and 

the Activity cards in the deck. Select the activities you would like to try this week (or 
try them all!) and make a plan for each day. Gather the supplies needed for the week 
and give them a try! Feel free to adjust the cards and activities to your child’s age and 

interest. There is no one way to implement camp! Be creative! After completing the 
activities for the week, make sure to give your child the corresponding “badge” (sticker) 

to add to their treasure map.

You can find more tips, and resources for implementing Camp Slumberkins Activities 
on our webpage: https://slumberkins.com/pages/camp-slumberkins
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